
EXPERTISE 
FLOOR COATING

Fully flush-fitting floor joint profiles

MC-Floor Connect



MC-Floor Connect ST 

MC-Floor Connect CP 

MC-Floor Connect RC

Whether in industrial buildings, logistics centres, multi-sto-

rey car parks or retail environments, the constant noise and 

vibration caused by wheeled vehicles and handling equip-

ment travelling over floor joints is a perennial problem.  
In addition to the nuisance value, the jolting can cause 
damage to the on-board cargo. Vibration can also adverse-
ly affect the structural fabric of the building and the vehicle 
itself, not to mention the operator. At best, this unneces-
sary phenomenon increases the level of background noise. 
However, with the range of joint profiles under the MC-Floor 
 Connect brand, a permanent solution to troublesome transi-
tions is now to hand.  

Once installed, MC-Floor Connect ensures the smooth tran-
sit of wheeled and castor-carried rolling traffic. The joint 
profiles are seamlessly integrated within the floor material 
to create a perfectly flush finish and so reliably eliminate 
shock loads and clatter – which also means delicate car-
goes can be transported unimpaired. 

Benefits

K  Quiet, vibration-free transit of rolling traffic over treated 
joints

K  “Invisible” integration in existing substrates and 
coverings

K  Short installation times, simple repair

Properties

K  High mechanical strength

K Permanently corrosion-free

K Coatable

K Suitable for grinding to an absolutely floor-flush finish

Always the right solution

The MC-Floor Connect range comprises three profile types 
to meet different requirements, ensuring an ideal, durable 
joint transition. Rugged results, vibration-free effect.

The silent joint solution

MC-Floor Connect



The car park profile: 

-  Optimised for the 
mechanical stress 
caused by the pneumatic 
tyres of road vehicles

-  With flange for thick  
film coatings up to  
5 mm in depth

-  Maximum joint width  
80 mm

The standard profile:  

-  Optimised for high 
mechanical stress as 
caused by e.g. forklifts, 
industrial trucks etc.

-  Maximum joint width  
30 mm

The coatable profile:

-  Optimised for high 
mechanical stress as 
caused by e.g. forklifts, 
industrial trucks etc.

-  With flange for thick  
film coatings up to  
5 mm in depth

-  Maximum joint width  
30 mm
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MC-Floor Connect 
Fully flush-fitting  
floor joint profiles

K  Fully floor-level with edges 
perfectly concealed 

K High mechanical strength

K Fast installation

MC-Bauchemie Müller GmbH & Co. KG
Infrastructure, Industry & Buildings 
Am Kruppwald 1-8
46238 Bottrop, Germany

Phone: +49 2041 101-10
Fax: +49 2041 101-188

IN@mc-bauchemie.com 
www.mc-bauchemie.com

Contact details


